We report on the optical and magneto-optical response of hybrid plasmonic lattices that consist of pure nickel and gold nanoparticles in a checkerboard arrangement. Diffractive far-field coupling between the individual emitters of the lattices results in the excitation of two orthogonal surface lattice resonance modes. Local analyses of the radiation fields indicate that both the nickel and gold nanoparticles contribute to these collective resonances and, thereby, to the magneto-optical activity of the hybrid arrays. The strong effect of noble metal nanoparticles on the magneto-optical response of hybrid lattices opens up new avenues for the realization of sensitive and tunable magneto-plasmonic nanostructures. Received 18 Jan 2016; revised 9 Feb 2016; accepted 9 Feb 2016; published 12 Feb 2016 © 2016 OSA 22 Feb 2016 Pirzadeh, A. Dmitriev, J. Åkerman, and P. Vavassori, "Polarizability and magnetoplasmonic properties of magnetic general nanoellipsoids," Opt. Express 21(8), 9875-9889 (2013).
Introduction
Combining strong local enhancements of electromagnetic fields in surface plasmon excitations with magneto-optically active ferromagnetic materials enables plasmonic structures that can be controlled by external magnetic fields. In particular, hybrid structures comprising noble metals and ferromagnetic metals or transparent magnetic garnets have been explored as plasmonic systems with integrated magneto-optical activity [1, 2] . Examples include noble metal-ferromagnetic multilayers [3-6], metallic sandwich-structure nanodisks [7, 8] and magnetic garnet films with integrated noble metal nanoparticles [9,10] or gratings [11] . In all these realizations, the magnetic constituent is in direct contact with the noble metal. Dimer nanodisks wherein a dielectric layer separates ferromagnetic and noble metal components have also been studied [8, 12, 13] . The close proximity of magneto-optically active and non-active elements in a single nanodisk can induce magneto-optical activity on the non-magnetic metal via near-field dipole-dipole interactions if the thickness of the dielectric is small (<50 nm in [13] ).
In addition to the hybrid structures discussed above, pure ferromagnetic nanoparticles also support the excitation of localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) [14] [15] [16] [17] . While the optical response of individual ferromagnetic nanoparticles is limited by ohmic losses, the arrangement of such particles in periodic arrays can enhance the optical and magneto-optical activity by the excitation of surface lattice resonances (SLRs) [18] . This effect, which arises from coupling between broad LSPRs and the diffracted orders of the lattice [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , can produce sharp and asymmetrical resonances in optical and magneto-optical spectra of ferromagnetic nanoparticle arrays. Diffractive coupling between nanoscale emitters in periodic arrays is of the far-field type and, consequently, it is not limited to short distances.
Here, we explore nanoparticle arrays with an ordered checkerboard pattern of ferromagnetic (nickel) and noble metal (gold) emitters that are physically separated by a distance of 450 nm. The gold constituent of these arrays guarantees an intense optical activity as demonstrated by high reflectivity. Yet, compared to pure nickel nanoparticle arrays, the magneto-optically induced orthogonal SLR mode retains its intensity. Our experimental results are explained by far-field diffractive coupling between the two types of nanoparticles which (1) induces magneto-optical activity on the gold particles and (2) enhances the magneto-optical signal of the nickel particles, findings that are substantiated by numerical simulation. In addition, we show that the optical and magneto-optical response of the hybrid arrays can be tailored by varying the size of the non-magnetic gold nanoparticles. The proven ability to enhance optical responses while conserving intense magneto-optical activity can be used to accurately measure very small refractive index changes in label-free biosensing applications [24] . Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of a checkerboard array of nickel (gray) and gold (yellow) nanoparticles. In the experiments, normal incident light with linear polarization along the yaxis is used to characterize the optical and magneto-optical response while the magnetization of the nickel particles is oriented out-of-plane by a magnetic field. The arrows illustrate the electric dipoles in the nanoparticles that are directly induced by the external electric field (optical dipoles in red), excited by spin-orbit coupling in the nickel nanoparticles (magnetooptical dipoles in blue), and induced in the gold nanoparticles via far-field diffractive coupling to nickel particles (magneto-optical dipoles also in blue). The dipoles couple primarily along the x-and y-directions of the lattice.
Experimental results
Nanoparticle arrays of three different material compositions were fabricated on glass substrates using electron-beam lithography, namely pure nickel, pure gold and hybrid arrays with nickel and gold particles arranged in a checkerboard pattern. A double exposure technique was used for the hybrid particle arrays. First, Au nanoparticles and alignment marks were patterned by electron-beam exposure of a first PMMA resist layer and lift-off. A second PMMA layer was subsequently spin-coated. Before exposing this layer, the nickel pattern was carefully aligned to the gold particles. The hybrid array was completed by electron-beam evaporation of a nickel film and lift-off. The diameter of the nickel particles was 120 nm in all arrays while the diameter of the gold particles was varied from 80 to 120 nm to examine tuning of the magneto-optical response by narrow LSPRs in the gold particles. The thickness of all particles was 30 nm and the lattice period of the square arrays was fixed at p = 450 nm. To confirm that the observed effects truly originate from the periodic arrangement of nickel and gold nanoparticles, samples with random distributions of the same particles were also fabricated and analyzed. The samples were immersed in refractive index matching oil (n = 1.51) to provide a symmetric refractive index environment in all measurements. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the experimental system. An external electric field E y induces a dipole moment d y in each nanoparticle that radiates predominantly along the x-axis. For normal incident light, the radiation fields from all particles interfere constructively at p = λ/n, where λ is the free space wavelength of the incident radiation and n is the refractive index of the medium surrounding the particles.
For magneto-optically active materials, the induced dipole moments interact with the magnetization of the nanoparticles giving rise to Kerr (reflection) and Faraday (transmission) effects. In this study, we explore the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (P-MOKE) for nickel nanoparticles with saturated out-of-plane magnetization. Upon reflection from the magnetized sample, the linear polarization of the incident light rotates and it becomes elliptical. The magneto-optical response of an isolated ferromagnetic nanoparticle can be conveniently understood as an excitation of two orthogonal dipole moments, the first, d y , arising from direct excitation by the external electric field, and the second, d x , induced by intrinsic spinorbit coupling [17] . = |d x |/|d y |. Hereafter we will refer to d y and d x as optical and magneto-optical dipoles, respectively. An analytical expression for the magneto-optical response of a periodic array of ferromagnetic nanoparticles is given in [18] .
Optical and magneto-optical measurements were performed in reflection geometry at normal incidence (angle of incidence <0.4°). In this configuration, the reflected intensity is approximately proportional to the modulus squared of the directly excited dipoles, i.e. |d y | 2 . In both optical and magneto-optical measurements, reflections from the back side of the glass substrate were eliminated by placing a wedge prism behind the substrate to deflect the transmitted beam. The reflection from the front of the cover glass was measured separately and subtracted from the measurement data. The magneto-optical measurements were carried out by measuring full hysteresis loops for each wavelength in out-of-plane magnetic fields up to ± 400 mT, which was sufficient to fully saturate the magnetization of the nickel nanoparticles. The values for the magneto-optical Kerr rotation and Kerr ellipticity were determined from the hysteresis loops by averaging the magneto-optical signal in saturation after subtraction of any linear contributions. Possible effects arising from diamagnetism in the gold nanoparticles or the glass substrate are thus eliminated from the measurement data [25, 26] . More details on the experimental setup and measurement procedure are given in Appendix A. Figure 2 shows the optical reflectivity of the nickel, gold and mixed samples with random and periodic particle arrangements. The reflectivity maxima of the randomly distributed gold nanoparticles are caused by the excitation of LSPRs, as illustrated by the characteristic redshift with increasing particle diameter. Replacing half of the gold nanoparticles with nickel reduces the reflectivity of the samples by about 50%, yet spectral shifts of the resonance condition are not observed. The gold LSPRs thus fully dominate the optical spectrum of randomly distributed gold and nickel particles and contributions from the relatively weak plasmon excitations in the nickel nanoparticles are negligible. In contrast, the optical properties of periodic nanoparticle arrays depend strongly on both the noble metal and ferromagnetic constituents of the lattice, as illustrated by the optical reflectivity spectra in Fig. 2(b) . In all cases (pure nickel, pure gold, and mixed arrays), Fano-type SLRs arising from coupling between the narrow lattice resonance at λ = n × p = 688 nm (Rayleigh anomaly) and broader LSPRs are observed. The intensity of the reflectivity maxima is largest for the pure gold samples and it is considerably reduced for the nickel nanoparticle array. The reflectivity spectra of the nickel-gold checkerboard patterns fall between these two limiting cases due to stronger damping in the nickel nanoparticles. Interestingly, the reflectivity maxima of the mixed arrays are blue-shifted when compared to the pure gold samples, as illustrated by the vertical lines in Fig. 2(b) . This observation indicates that the nickel particles play an active role in the emergence of the SLR modes of the mixed systems, that is, their role is not merely limited to the introduction of damping. This conclusion is further supported by the wavelength of the Rayleigh anomaly, which is identical for all lattices irrespective of composition.
The magneto-optical Kerr spectra of samples with random distributions of nickel nanoparticles and nickel-gold nanoparticle mixtures are shown in Fig. 2(c) . The magnetooptical activity of random nickel nanoparticles monotonically increases with the wavelength of incident radiation because of a growing magneto-optical coupling strength (Voigt parameter Q) in this wavelength range [27] . In contrast, non-monotonic line shapes with a characteristic minimum are measured on the mixed samples. The minima in the Kerr spectra of Fig. 2(c) closely coincide with maxima of the optical reflectivity curves in Fig. 2(a) . Variation of the magneto-optical Kerr angle, i.e. |d x |/|d y |, can therefore be attributed to the excitation of more intense optical dipoles d y in the gold nanoparticles. This observation is further illustrated by plots of the magneto-optical dipole signal in Fig. 2(e) , which are obtained by multiplying the Kerr angle of Fig. 2(c) with the square root of the optical reflectivity in Fig. 2(a) . The signal, which is proportional to the magnitude of d x in the nickel nanoparticles, is identical for all nickel-gold mixtures and it is reduced by half compared to that of the pure nickel sample. In other words, the decrease of the magneto-optical dipole signal is simply caused by substitution of half of the nickel nanoparticles with non-magnetic gold, while more intense d y 's in the gold nanoparticles reduce the Kerr angle when gold LSPRs are excited.
In periodic arrays of ferromagnetic nanoparticles, magneto-optical dipoles d x can couple to the diffracted orders of the lattice along the y-axis, leading to Fano-type SLRs in the magneto-optical Kerr spectra [18] . Figure 2 (d) reveals that diffractive far-field coupling along the y-axis of the arrays is also effective for nickel-gold checkerboard lattices despite the fact that neither isolated nor arrays of gold nanoparticles display any magneto-optical activity on their own. The asymmetric Kerr spectra of the arrays are characterized by a minimum at the (0,1) diffracted order (Rayleigh anomaly at 688 nm), which is followed by a strong and steep increase of the magneto-optical Kerr angle with increasing wavelength. The largest signal is obtained for pure nickel, while it is found to decrease with the diameter of the gold nanoparticles for nickel-gold checkerboard arrays. The latter dependence is predominantly caused by the excitation of more intense optical dipoles (i.e. increase of |d y |) in the gold nanoparticles, which decreases the Kerr angle |d x |/|d y | of the entire sample.
To isolate the effect of magneto-optical dipoles d x and coupling of these LSPR modes along the y-axis of the nanoparticle lattice, we again multiply the Kerr angle by the square root of the optical reflectivity. The resulting spectra in Fig. 2(f) show some striking features. First, contrary to randomly distributed nickel and gold nanoparticles, we find that the magneto-optical dipole signal of nickel-gold checkerboard arrays depends on the size of the gold particles. Second, the magnitude of the signal is not just reduced by half compared to that of the pure nickel sample, but it strongly varies with the wavelength of the incoming light. Maxima of the curves in Fig. 2(f) occur at wavelengths that coincide with strong optical reflection. This signifies that coupling between LSPRs and the diffracted orders of the hybrid lattices enhances both the optical reflectivity ( ∝ |d y | 2 ) and the magnitude of the magnetooptically induced collective SLR mode ( ∝ |d x |). For the mixed array with 110 nm gold particles, for example, the maximum magnitude of d x is nearly identical to that of the pure nickel sample near the resonance condition, yet its spectral features are considerably sharper. All these effects can only be rationalized if the gold nanoparticles significantly contribute to the coupling of magneto-optical dipoles along the y-axis of the periodic lattice.
Model calculations and simulations
To further elucidate the active role of gold nanoparticles in the magneto-optical response of gold-nickel checkerboard arrays, we performed numerical calculations using the discrete dipole approximation (DDA). The polarizability of single nickel and gold nanoparticles were calculated using the approach of [16] with measured permittivities of nickel and gold as input parameters [27, 28] . Magneto-optical effects were introduced in the DDA model via offdiagonal elements in the nickel polarizability tensor only (i.e. the gold nanoparticles were assumed to have zero intrinsic magneto-optical activity). The particle arrays were surrounded by a homogeneous medium with refractive index n = 1.51 and normal incident plane waves with linear polarization along the y-axis were used for excitation (see Appendix B for more details). Fig. 2(b) . In particular, the model calculations confirm that the insertion of gold nanoparticles in a nickel lattice considerably enhances the optical reflectivity via a reduction of the Fano-type SLR line width.
The average strength of electric dipoles along the x-axis of pure nickel and hybrid nickelgold nanoparticle arrays is shown in Fig. 3(b) . DDA calculations show that the replacement of every second nickel particle with gold does not just reduce the spin-orbit induced dipole signal by half. The reason for this is twofold, as clearly illustrated by plots of the individual dipole strength |d x | in the nickel and gold particles of the checkerboard patterns in Fig. 3(c) . First, diffractive far-field coupling between the nickel and gold nanoparticles along the y-axis of the array induces a considerable orthogonal dipole d x on the latter. As a consequence, the gold particles contribute to the magneto-optical activity of the hybrid array. For all lattices, the strength of d x in the gold particles is almost half the magnitude of d x in nickel. Second, the magnitude of d x in nickel is sustained by coupling to strong d y 's in gold (along the x-axis), which reduces the spectral linewidth of the d y 's and d x 's in nickel (the latter via intrinsic spinorbit interactions within the nickel particles). In fact, for d Au = 100 nm, 110 nm, and 120 nm, the maximum magneto-optical dipole strength in nickel is somewhat larger for the mixed array than for the pure nickel lattice and the width of the resonance peak is reduced by a factor 3 -4 (compare gray and colored lines in Fig. 3(c) ). Besides the size of the gold nanoparticles, the optical and magneto-optical signals of hybrid arrays also depend on other parameters. Most notably, these include the size of the nickel particles, the shape of the particles, the distribution of nickel and gold particles within the lattice, and the geometry of the array. The strong dependence of magneto-optical spectra on the noble metal constituent of hybrid nanoparticle arrays and geometry open up avenues for the design of tailored magnetooptical responses. Finally, we discuss the distribution of electric fields inside the nanoparticles of a checkerboard array as numerically simulated using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. In the simulations, a unit cell of two nickel (d Ni = 120 nm) and two gold (d Au = 110 nm) nanoparticles was used and periodic boundary conditions were applied to mimic a large periodic array. The wavelength of incident radiation was set to λ = 750 nm, because both optical and magneto-optical responses are strong under this condition. Spin-orbit interactions in the nickel nanoparticles were introduced in the FDTD simulations via off-diagonal terms in the nickel dielectric tensor. More details on the FDTD simulations are provided in Appendix C.
The electric field distribution profile of the array is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The intensity maxima along the y-axis of the nanoparticles reflect direct dipolar excitations by the incident radiation, which are stronger in the gold particles. The weaker magneto-optical dipoles along the x-axis of the particles are present but not visible. To visualize the orthogonal dipoles, we eliminated the direct excitations by subtracting simulation results for arrays wherein the perpendicular magnetization of the nickel nanoparticles is saturated along the up and down directions. The result is shown Fig. 4(b) . The electric fields that are produced by intrinsic spin-orbit interactions in nickel and via diffractive far-field coupling in gold, have similar distribution profiles as the optical dipoles. The electric field intensity in Fig. 4(b) is largest in the nickel nanoparticles, yet considerable magneto-optical dipoles are also excited in gold. The DDA calculations and FDTD simulations in Figs. 3 and 4 thus both corroborate the experimental observations of Fig. 2 that the magneto-optical response of hybrid particle arrays is governed by collective modes involving optical and magneto-optical plasmon excitations in both the nickel and gold nanoparticles. Diffractive far-field coupling between magnetic and noble metal particles leads to the conservation of strong magneto-optical signals while significantly enhancing the optical reflectivity compared to pure nickel particle arrays. This ability to independently tailor optical and magneto-optical responses in hybrid plasmonic material systems is particularly attractive for sensor applications.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated a novel method for integrating magneto-optically active elements into plasmonic nanostructures. It was shown that checkerboard arrays of nickel and gold nanoparticles combine intense optical resonances with strong magneto-optical activity. Experimental comparisons with random particle distributions and numerical simulations of periodic lattices indicate that the effects are caused by diffractive far-field coupling between the magnetic and noble metal components of the hybrid lattice. Since the underlying interaction mechanisms are generally applicable, we anticipate that our results will stimulate work on other mixed particle configurations such as rectangular and hexagonal lattices.
Appendix A -Optical and magneto-optical measurements
Optical reflectivity and magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements were conducted with a Kerr spectrometer as schematically shown in Fig. 5 . The setup consisted of a broadband supercontinuum laser (NKT SuperK EXW-12 with acousto-optical filter), polarizing (GlannThompson prism, CVI MellesGriot) and focusing optics, a photoelastic modulator (Hinds Instruments I/FS50), and a photodetector. The wavelength of the laser was tuned between 550 nm and 850 nm. The angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal was <0.4° and an electromagnet (GMW 3470) was used to reorient the magnetization of the Ni nanoparticles between the two out-of-plane directions in a field of ±400 mT. This corresponds to the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (P-MOKE) geometry. The Kerr ellipticity and Kerr rotation were simultaneously recorded by lock-in amplification of the modulated signal at 50 kHz and 100 kHz. From the hysteresis curves, a small linear contribution was first subtracted to eliminate diamagnetic and Faraday effects. After this, the amplitude of the complex Kerr angle was calculated from the average signal in magnetic saturation using 2 2 Φ θ ε = + . In all measurements, the samples were immersed in refractive index matching oil (n = 1.51) to provide a symmetric refractive index environment. Reflections from the back side of the glass substrate were eliminated by affixing a glass wedge prism (Thorlabs PS812) behind the substrate with index matching oil. The reflected intensity from the front cover glass was subtracted from the measurement signal. In the reflectivity measurements, the spectrum of the laser light was measured by placing a mirror next to the sample. A detailed Jones matrix description of the optical components in the setup is given in [29] . 
Appendix B -DDA calculations
A discrete dipole approximation was used to model the optical and magneto-optical response of nanoparticle array [30] . The polarizabilities of the nickel and gold nanoparticles were calculated using a modified long wavelength approximation [31, 32] where the magnetooptical properties of nickel were introduced via off-diagonal elements in the polarizability tensor of the nickel nanoparticles following the approach of [16] and no magneto-optical properties were included for the gold nanoparticles. Experimentally measured values were used for the permittivity of gold and nickel [27, 28] . The refractive index of the medium surrounding the nanoparticles was set to n = 1.51 and a plane wave with linear polarization was used for excitation.
The self-consistent internal field was solved using DDA. To obtain the scattered fields in the backward direction we used [33] :
where k is the amplitude of the wave vector, I is the identity dyadic and ˆrr is the dyadic product of radial unit vector r . Optical reflectivity spectra were calculated by taking the modulus squared of the scattered field. The spectral evolution of the magneto-optical dipole strength was obtained by plotting the induced polarization P = αE loc along the orthogonal xaxis of the nanoparticles. FDTD simulations were carried out using commercial FDTD Solutions software from Lumerical. A unit cell of two nickel and two gold nanoparticles in checkerboard geometry was simulated. The particles were placed in a 900×900 nm simulation area at coordinates x = −225, y = −225 and x = 225, y = 225 (nickel nanoparticles) and x = −225, y = 225 and x = 225, y = −225 (gold nanoparticles). The diameters of the particles were d Ni = 120 nm and d Au = 110 nm and the thickness of all particles was set to 30 nm. Linearly polarized light was assumed to impinge along the sample normal. Periodic boundary conditions were applied at the edges of the simulation area to produce electric field distributions that are representative for a large checkerboard array. As surrounding, a uniform embedding medium with a dielectric constant of n = 1.5 was used. A uniform 2.5×2.5×2.5 nm mesh around the nanoparticles and a nonuniform surrounding mesh over the entire simulation area was used to test for convergent results. Broadband reflectivity spectra were obtained by placing an electric field monitor 2 μm above the nanoparticles. The near-field distribution profiles in Fig. 4 were calculated for a wavelength where both optical and magneto-optical effects are strong (λ = 750 nm). The magneto-optical effects were introduced in the FDTD simulations via off-diagonal terms in the nickel dielectric tensor, while the gold disks were initiated with an isotropic dielectric function (zero intrinsic magneto-optical activity). The distribution of magneto-optical dipolar fields in Fig. 4(b) was obtained by subtracting simulation results for the magnetization of the nickel nanoparticles pointing up and down. In the simulations, these two magnetization configurations were implemented by using opposite signs for the off-diagonal terms in the nickel dielectric tensor. The results were divided by a factor two to appropriately reflect the magneto-optical dipole strength. FDTD simulations were also used to calculate the optical reflectivity spectra for pure gold and nickel-gold checkerboard arrays. The results, which are shown in Fig. 6 , qualitatively agree with the experimental data of Fig. 2(b) .
Appendix C -FDTD simulations

